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Abstract—Under the multiple target tracking models and a
Poisson point process birth model, the Poisson multi-Bernoulli
mixture (PMBM) filter provides the closed-form recursion to
computing the posterior density over the set of targets. Without
approximations, the PMBM computational complexity rapidly
rises in time due to the increasing number of data association
hypotheses. This paper presents innovative strategies for merging
Bernoulli components for the same potential target reducing
the number of single-target hypotheses in the PMBM filter,
aiming to lower its computational complexity while keeping its
performance high. We use several measures to compute the
similarity between different Bernoulli components. Simulation
results show that the proposed algorithms show performance
close to the PMBM filter without Bernoulli merging, as measured
by the generalized optimal sub-pattern assignment (GOSPA)
metric, with a significantly reduced execution time.
Index Terms—Multiple target tracking, Poisson multi-
Bernoulli mixtures, Bernoulli merging.
I. INTRODUCTION
One aim of multiple target tracking (MTT) is to estimate
the number of targets and their states for each observation
time [1]. The estimation of the target states is based on
noisy sensor measurements acquired in a dynamic scenario,
where the number of targets varies due to appearance and
disappearance of targets in the field of view of the sensor.
Nowadays, there are several applications which rely on
this kind of algorithms, ranging from surveillance to traffic
control and autonomous driving [2]. In these contexts, MTT
algorithms have to deal with complex sources of uncertainty,
as false alarms and missed detections, and possibly with
multiple heterogeneous sensors.
In the last decades, three main techniques have been suc-
cessfully investigated and implemented in real-world appli-
cations: joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) filter [3],
multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) [4]–[6], and random finite
set (RFS) [7].
In RFS-based MTT, the multi-target state is represented as
a finite set of single-target states. The tracking problem is
expressed as a dynamic multi-target state estimation problem,
where the (multi-target) filtering density can be computed via
the prediction and the update steps of the Bayesian filtering
recursion. As this computation results intractable, multi-target
conjugate prior densities are a popular solution to compute
or approximate the filtering density. In MTT context, a multi-
target density is conjugate with respect to a dynamic model if
the posterior (multi-target) distribution has the same functional
form as the prior [8], [9]; this conjugacy property allows the
posterior to be written in terms of single target densities.
The Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) [10] is a
multi-target conjugate prior in which the set of targets is
divided between detected and undetected targets. The latter
subset is represented by the Poisson part, in the case of a
Poisson RFS birth model. Moreover, the components in the
mixture represent the global hypotheses, each one weighted
and associated with a multi-Bernoulli density. The number
of mixture components grows in time, due to increasing data
association uncertainty.
The PMBM filter has been applied to deal with continuous-
discrete systems [11] and in a range of applications, including
mapping [12], simultaneous localization and mapping [13],
and joint target sensor state tracking [14] and camera tracking
[15]. In the literature, the PMBM filter has been implemented
by pruning global hypotheses with low weight, which results
in a bounded L1-error [16, Sec. V.D], and discarding Bernoulli
components whose probability of existence is below a thresh-
old [16], [17]. Merging of multi-Bernoulli components has
been used in PMBM filtering in [16], and it also appears in
the Poisson multi-Bernoulli filters, where only a single multi-
Bernoulli component is propagated [10], [18].
In this paper, we propose a more flexible approach to
merging multi-Bernoulli densities for a given potential target.
In particular, we focus on the case in which the single
target Bernoulli densities are Gaussian [17]. The proposed
algorithm clusters the single-target densities using the current
data association for each time instant, and merges the Bernoulli
distribution within these clusters. Furthermore, the Bernoulli
clusters are merged together if the distance between them is
under a specific threshold. We use and evaluate the following
distances between Bernoulli components: Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence [7], L2 norm [19], and Weighted Kullback-
Leibler (WKL) divergence [20]. Reducing the number of
single-target hypotheses contributes to the decrease in the
number of global hypotheses, which in turn lowers the ex-
ecution time.
The paper is organized as follows. Background on RFS,
Bayesian filtering, and the PMBM filter is provided in Sec-
tion II. Section III discusses different similarity functions to
compare Bernoulli distributions, and Section IV presents the
algorithm to perform a fast and efficient merging of the single-
target distributions. Simulation results are presented in Section
V, and conclusion are drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present the notation and the main
concepts underlying the Bayesian filtering recursion and, more
specifically, on the PMBM filter and the merging operation.
A. Bayesian Filtering Recursion
As already mentioned, a main purpose of multi-target track-
ing is the estimation of the states of a time-varying number
of targets. In RFS-based methods, the system at time k is
described by a set of states Xk ∈ F(X ), where X is the
single target space, and F(X ) is the collection of all finite
subsets of X .
At each time step, targets survive with probability of
survival pS(x), or they die with probability 1 − pS(x). The
evolution of a survived target state xk ∈ Xk can be defined
by a Markov transition density g(xk|xk−1), where g(·|x) is
a density on X for each x ∈ X ; i.e. a target state at the
next time step only depends on their current state. Several
dynamic models are commonly used in different applications,
as nearly constant velocity, nearly constant acceleration, nearly
coordinated turn, and many others [21]. The multi-target state
at time step k+ 1, which is denoted as Xk+1, is the union of
the surviving targets and the new targets, which are modeled
by a Poisson Point Process (PPP).
The set of measurements at time k is denoted by Zk ∈
F(Rnz ), and it includes PPP clutter and target-generated mea-
surements with unknown origin. At each time step, existing
targets are detected with probability of detection pD(x), or
misdetected with probability 1− pD(x). Each detected target
xk ∈ Xk generates a measurement which is only conditioned
on its corresponding target; the single target measurement
likelihood is defined as l(zk|xk).
In Bayesian filtering, the information about the target states
is contained in the (multi-target) density. The posterior density
p0:k(·|Z1:k), where Z1:k is the observation history, contains
the information about the state history to time k. It can be
computed recursively starting from a prior p0(·) through the
usual prediction and update steps of the Bayesian filtering
recursion. In the PMBM filtering recursion, the conjugate prior
properties can be used to design a simplified computational
process [10], [17].
B. Poisson Multi-Bernoulli Mixture Filter
The Poisson Multi-Bernoulli (PMBM) density fk′|k(·) of
the set of targets at time step k′ given measurements up to
time step k results from the combination of two independent
RFSs: a Poisson RFS with density fpk′|k(·), and a multi-
Bernoulli mixture (MBM) RFS with density fmbmk′|k (·), where
k′ ∈ {k, k+1}. The union of these two RFSs has been proved
to be a conjugate prior with respect to the standard point
target measurement model [10], [17]. The PMBM density is
expressed over the union of the undetected targets set Y , and
the detected target set W :
fk′|k(Xk′|k) =
∑
Y unionmultiW=X
fpk′|k(Y )f
mbm
k′|k (W ) (1)
where the sum goes over all mutually disjoint sets Y and W
such that their union is X .
The Poisson RFS density represents the targets that exist at
the current time instant, but have not yet been detected; it is
defined as
fpk′|k(X) = e
− ∫ Dk′|k(x)dx ∏
x∈X
Dk′|k(x) (2)
where Dk′|k(·) is the intensity of the Poisson RFS. In the PPP,
the cardinality is Poisson distributed and targets are indepen-
dent, and identically distributed. The MBM part represents the
potentially detected targets, and it can be described as [10]:
fmbmk′|k (X) =
∑
a∈Ak′|k
wa
k′|k
∑
unionmulti
n
k′|k
j=1 X
j=X
nk′|k∏
i=1
f i,a
i
k′|k(X
i) (3)
where i is the index over the Bernoulli components, a =
{a1, . . . , ank′|k} ∈ Ak′|k represents a specific data association
hypothesis, ai ∈ {1, . . . , hik′|k} is an index over the hik′|k
single target hypotheses for the i-th potential target/Bernoulli
component, and nk′|k is the number of potentially detected
targets. Each set of single target hypothesis a ∈ Ak′|k is
also called global hypothesis, and it is associated to a weight
wa
k′|k satisfying
∑
a∈Ak′|k w
a
k′|k = 1. The same single target
hypotheses can appear in several global hypotheses.
The Bernoulli density corresponding to the i-th potential
target and the ai single target hypothesis f
i,ai
k′|k(X) can describe
a newly detected target, or it can represent a previously
detected target or clutter; it allows to efficiently model both
the uncertainty regarding target existence and state. Mathemat-
ically, it can be expressed as
f i,aik′|k (X) =

1− ri,aik′|k X = ∅
ri,a
i
k′|kp
i,ai
k′|k(x) X = {x}
0 otherwise
(4)
where ri,a
i
k′|k ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of existence and pi,a
i
k′|k(·)
is the state density given that it exists.
In this work, we consider the Gaussian implementation
proposed in [17], where pi,a
i
k′|k(x) = N (x;µi,a
i
k′|k, P
i,ai
k′|k), with
mean x¯i,a
i
k′|k and variance P
i,ai
k′|k . In this context, the MBM is
entirely defined by the following parameters:
{(wa
k′|k , r
i,ai
k′|k, µ
i,ai
k′|k, P
i,ai
k′|k)}i∈{1,...,nk′|k} (5)
where Ak′|k, and a ∈Ak′|k are defined above.
C. Merging Bernoulli components
In this paper, we will consider merging strategies at a
Bernoulli level; i.e., we propose to merge Bernoulli local
hypotheses for the same potential target i. That is, for a given
i, we find values of ai such that the associated Bernoullis1 are
sufficiently similar and are thus merged. Therefore, the MBM
posterior is approximated as:
fmbmk′|k (X) =
∑
a∈Bk′|k
w˜ak′|k
∑
unionmulti
n
k′|k
l=1 X
l=W
nk′|k∏
i=1
f˜ i,a
i
k′|k
(
Xi
)
(6)
1We use the term Bernoullis and Bernoulli components interchangeably.
Table I: Global hypothesis matrix of Example 1 before merging algorithm
Target i = 1 Target i = 2
Global hypothesis 1 a1 = 1 a2 = 2
Global hypothesis 2 a1 = 2 a2 = 1
Table II: Global hypothesis matrix of Example 1 after merging algorithm
Target i = 1 Target i = 2
Global hypothesis 1 a1 = 1 a2 = 1
Global hypothesis 2 a1 = 2 a2 = 1
where Bk′|k are the considered global hypotheses, which
include indices to each Bernoulli, nk′|k is the considered
number of Bernoulli components, a ∈ {a1, . . . , ank′|k} ∈
Bk′|k represents a specific data association hypothesis, and
ai ∈ {1, . . . , hik′|k} is an index over the hik′|k single target
hypotheses for the i-th Bernoulli component. The tilde on the
Bernoulli distributions f˜ i,a
i
k′|k and the weights w˜
a
k′|k highlights
that the components of the merged mixture can be different
compared to those in the original mixture.
After merging, the MBM posterior is approximated with
another MBM posterior with a fewer number of local hy-
potheses per Bernoulli component, as similar Bernoullis are
merged into one. For example, if f1,1k′|k
(
Xi
)
is considered
similar to f1,2k′|k
(
Xi
)
, we obtain a new f˜1,1k′|k
(
Xi
)
that merges
the information in f1,1k′|k
(
Xi
)
and f1,2k′|k
(
Xi
)
. Then, each local
hypotheses a =
(
a1, ..., ank′|k
) ∈ Bk′|k such that a1 = 2 is
modified such that a1 = 1. We proceed to illustrate this with
an example.
Example 1. Consider an MBM posterior with |Bk′|k| = 2
global hypotheses, and the index over the Bernoulli com-
ponents i ∈ {1, 2}, i.e. there are two Bernoullis. Let us
suppose that each potential target is associated with two local
hypotheses, i.e. h1k′|k = h
2
k′|k = 2. The filter status can be
represented by the global hypothesis matrix, where columns
indicate targets and rows represent global hypotheses. For each
potential target i, the correspondent column indicates the index
ai of the single target hypotheses, i.e. the Bernoullis associated
to that track at the time t = k. Table I and Table II show the
global hypothesis matrix before and after merging. In this case,
the algorithm merges the two Bernoulli components associated
to the potential target i = 2, so the correspondent target’s
status is expressed with just a single target hypothesis.
In order to better understand the benefits of the proposed
algorithm, let us consider this second example.
Example 2. Consider the track of a one-dimensional target
represented in Fig. 1. The target’s position is estimated at
each time instant k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 based on the measurements
received from the detector. In the figure, the stars represent
the position provided by the detector, while the circles which
contain the stars indicate the Bernoulli that has been updated
with that measurement. As we can see, the target’s status is
represented by a single Bernoulli up to k = 1. At k = 2,
the detector produces two measurements, thus the target is
associated with two hypotheses, f1,12 and f
1,2
2 . Then, in the
next time instants, the detector provides a single measurement,
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Figure 1: Example of a superposition of Bernoulli distributions. The stars
indicate the measurements zk at time k, while the circles represent the
Bernoullis RFSs associated to the corresponding measurement at each
time step.
which is associated to both the Bernoullis. As depicted in Fig.
1, f1,13 and f
1,2
3 are quite similar, and they represent almost
the same target state; the difference between them is due just
to a different data association in the past, at k = 2.
In Section IV we will present our algorithm, which aims
to reduce the number of redundant single-target hypotheses
taking the insight of Example 2 into account.
III. DISTANCES AND MERGING OF BERNOULLI
DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we introduce some key components of
the proposed merging algorithm. Firstly, we report a method
to merge a subset of Bernoulli components belonging to
a mixture, via moment-matching of the sufficient statistics.
Then, we present a set of distances to evaluate the similarity
between Bernoulli distributions in Eq. (3) through closed-form
expressions.
A. Merging of Bernoulli densities
Let us denote f ik′|k(X
i) =
∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kf
i,ai
k|k (X
i) the
mixture of Bernoulli components which represent the potential
target i through a subset M ⊆ A of global hypotheses
a = {a1, . . . , ank′|k}, a ∈ M. In the previous expression,
wak′|k is the sum of the weights associated to the global
hypotheses in which a specific Bernoulli component f i,a
i
k|k
appears, i.e.
wak′|k =
∑
a∈M|ai
wi,a
i
k′|k . (7)
Suppose pi,a
i
k|k (x) the single target density of f
i,ai
k|k (X
i) is
Gaussian, e.g. pi,a
i
k′|k(x) = N (x;µi,a
i
k′|k, P
i,ai
k′|k). Assume that
we aim to merge the Bernoulli mixture f ik′|k(X
i) into a
single Bernoulli density f˜ ik′|k
(
Xi
)
, with single target density
p˜i,a
i
k′|k(x) = N (x; µ˜ik′|k, P˜ ik′|k). The approximated Bernoulli
density f˜ ik′|k
(
Xi
)
is expressed by [10], [18]:
f˜ ik′|k
(
Xi
)
=

1− r˜ik′|k Xi = ∅
r˜ik′|kN (x; µ˜ik′|k, P˜ ik′|k) W i = {x}
0 otherwise
(8)
where
r˜ik′|k =
∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kr
i,ai
k′|k∑
a∈M w
a
k′|k
(9)
µ˜ik′|k =
∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kr
i,ai
k′|kµ
i,ai
k′|k∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kr
i,ai
k′|k
(10)
P˜ ik′|k =
∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kr
i,ai
k′|k(P
i,hi
k′|k + µ
i,ai
k′|k(µ
i,ai
k′|k)
T )∑
a∈M w
a
k′|kr
i,ai
k′|k
− µ˜ik′|k(µ˜ik′|k)T . (11)
B. Distance between Bernoulli distributions
We aim to evaluate the similarity between two Bernoulli
distributions in Eq. (3), in order to detect those which can
be approximated with a new Bernoulli, resulting from the
merging. In this section, we revise the considered distances and
provide the closed-form solutions for Gaussian single target
densities.
Given two multi-target densities f(X) and g(X), the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of g(X) from f(X) is
defined as [22]:
DKL(f(X) ‖g(X) ) =
∫
f (X) log
f (X)
g (X)
δX (12)
where the integral in Eq. (12) is a set integral, defined in [7,
Section 3.3].
The closed-form of the KL divergence between two
Bernoulli distributions is presented in Lemma 3; the proof
is available in the Appendix.
Lemma 3 (Kullback-Leibler divergence). Let f1(X) and
f2(X) be two Bernoulli RFS distributions with Gaussian
single target densities. The i-th Bernoulli RFS has proba-
bility of existence ri, mean x¯i, and covariance matrix Pi. If
r2 /∈ {0, 1}, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of f2 from
f1 exists and it has a finite value, given by:
DKL(f1(X) ‖f2(X) )
= (1− r1) log 1− r1
1− r2 + r1 log
r1
r2
+
r1
2
[
tr
(
(P2)
−1
P1
)
− log
( |P1|
|P2|
)
− nx
+ (x2 − x1)T (P2)−1 (x2 − x1)
]
(13)
If r1 = r2 ∈ {0, 1}, the KL divergence is:
DKL(f1(X) ‖f2(X) )
=
r1
2
[
tr
(
(P2)
−1
P1
)
− log
( |P1|
|P2|
)
− nx
+ (x2 − x1)T (P2)−1 (x2 − x1)
]
. (14)
Another distance used for Gaussian mixture reduction is
based on L2 norm, or Integrated Squared Difference (ISD)
[23]. The derivation for two Bernoulli RFS distributions is
presented in the next lemma.
Lemma 4 (L2 norm). Let f1(X) and f2(X) be two Bernoulli
RFS distributions with Gaussian single target densities. The i-
th Bernoulli RFS has probability of existence ri ∈ [0, 1], mean
x¯i, and covariance matrix Pi. The L2 norm (or Integrated
Squared Difference, ISD) is defined as [19]:
DL2(f1(X) ‖f2(X) )
=
∫
1
K |X|
(f1(X)− f2(X))2δX
= (r2 − r1)2 +K[r21N (x1;x1, 2P1)
+ r22N (x2;x2, 2P2)− 2r1r2N (x1;x2, P1 + P2)]
(15)
where |X| denotes the cardinality of the set X , and K
represents the units of hypervolume of the state space X .
It should be noted that the factor 1/K |X| should be intro-
duced in the L2 norm definition due to how the set integral is
defined and its relation to the measure theoretic integral [19].
If the state is assumed unitless, it is not necessary to introduce
it. In addition, the units of N(·;x, P ) are 1/K so there is a
multiplication by K to have consistent units.
Some mixture reduction techniques rely on distance metrics
based not only on the parameters of the components, but also
on the weights of those in the mixture [20], [24]. Unfortu-
nately, it is not always possible to derive a closed-form equa-
tion to compute this kind of similarities. In [20], the author
provides an upper bound for the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between two Gaussian components in a mixture. Analogously,
we define a new divergence between two Bernoullis RFS
distributions based on Eq. (12).
Definition 5 (Weighted Kullback-Leibler divergence). Let
f1(X) and f2(X) be two Bernoulli RFS distributions in a
mixture f(X) = w1f1(X) + w2f2(X), with Gaussian single
target densities. Suppose w1 the weight associated with f1(X),
and w2 the weight associated with f2(X). The Weighted
Kullback-Leibler (WKL) divergence between two weighted
components wifi in a mixture f is defined as
DWKL(w1f1(X)||w2f2(X))
= w1DKL (f1(X) ‖f12(X) ) + w2DKL (f2(X) ‖f12(X) )
(16)
where f12(X) is the resulting Bernoulli RFS distribution from
the merge of f1and f2, which has been presented in Eq. (8).
Lemma 6. Suppose w1 + w2 = 1. The Weighed Kullback-
Leibler divergence is an upper bound of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence, that is:
DKL(wf1(X) + w¯f2(X)||f12(X))
≤ DWKL(w1f1(X))||(w2f2(X)) .
The proof of Lemma 6 is available in Appendix.
IV. MERGING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an algorithm to efficiently merge
the Bernoulli components mentioned in Subsection II-C. The
pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
Let us consider the Bernoulli f i,a
i
k|k associated to the i-th
potential target through all the Nk|k = |Ak|k| global hypothe-
ses, with ai ∈ {1, . . . , hik|k} index over the hik|k single target
hypotheses. Furthermore, we consider the measurement set at
time step k as Zk = {z1k, . . . , zmkk }. Each Bernoulli f i,a
i
k|k can
be updated with one of the mk measurements, or it can be
associated to a misdetection; thus, hik+1|k = h
i
k|k(mk + 1)
[10].
This process leads to an exponential increase of the number
of single target hypotheses, especially in high-clutter scenarios,
where mk is higher.
Now let us consider the hik+1|k single target hypotheses
for a particular potential target which have been updated with
the measurement zjk+1, j ∈ {1, . . . ,mk+1}. These Bernoulli
components differ just for the data association history, but they
usually represent quite similar target states at time k+1. Thus,
it is possible to summarize the information carried by each
single target hypotheses into a single Bernoulli component,
defined as the merge of the hik+1|k Bernoullis components
associated with zjk+1, and denoted as f
i,jai
k|k . The merge of
the Bernoullis is performed through moment matching of the
sufficient statistics, presented in Eq. (8-11) [10], [18].
The output of this procedure is a set of mixture components
S, which consist of mk+1 single target hypotheses resulting
from the merging algorithm, hik|k Bernoullis associated with
a misdetection hypothesis, and their relative weights in the
mixture.
At this point, the algorithm called “Compare and Merge”
computes the distance between all the Bernoulli components
of the i-th potential target; if the distance is below a certain
threshold, the Bernoullis are merged as well.
The Compare and Merge algorithm performs a greedy
merge procedure, which is similar to what has been proposed
by Runnals in [20], but with some key differences. Firstly, the
procedure considers the distances between all the elements of
the Bernoulli set, and merges the two most similar Bernoullis
at each iteration, i.e. those which show the minimum distance.
The merging is performed only if the distance is below a
specified threshold Γ; if not, the algorithm breaks the cycle and
returns the current set of Bernoullis. Secondly, we use several
distances, presented in Section III, to compute the similarity
between pairs of Bernoulli components.
The pseudo-code of the Compare and Merge algorithm is
presented in Alg. 2. For simplicity, we denote the Bernoulli
components by f , and we assume to compute the distance
between two mixture components (wi, fi)i∈{1,2}. We compute
the distance taking into consideration their ranking according
to their weight, in order to uniquely define the algorithm
for non-symmetric divergences, e.g., the KLD. Even though
we take the weights into account to perform the Bernoulli
merging, the corresponding global hypothesis weights are not
modified, unless there are duplicate global hypotheses.
Algorithm 1 Merging algorithm
Input: {(wak′|k, {f i,a
i
k′|k(X
i)}i∈{1,...,nk′|k})}a∈Ak′|k
Output: {(w˜ak′|k, {f˜ i,a
i
k′|k(X
i)}i∈{1,...,nk′|k})}a∈Bk′|k
1: for i ∈ {1, . . . , nk′|k} do
2: S ← ∅
3: for ∀ zj , j ∈ {1, . . . ,mk′} associated with the target
i at time k do
4: f˜ i,j,a
i
k′|k ← Merge the hik′|k Bernoullis with data
association zjk′ , see Eq. (8)
5: S ← S ∪ {(w˜ak′|k, f˜ i,j,a
i
k′|k )}
6: end for
7: {w˜ak′|k, f˜ i,a
i
k′|k} ← Run the Alg. 2 on S
8: Reindex the entries of the global hypothesis matrix
corresponding to merged Bernoullis, see Example 1
9: end for
10: Delete the duplicate rows in the global hypothesis matrix
and sum their global hypotheses weights
Algorithm 2 Compare and Merge algorithm
Input: {S} Output: {S}
1: c← 1
2: while c do
3: for ∀ unordered pair {(W, fW ), (w, fw)} ∈ S do
4: Compute D((W, fW )||(w, fw)), W ≥ w
5: . D is one of the distances in Eq. (13-14), (15), and (16)
6: end for
7: {(w1, f1), (w2, f2)} ← pair of components with min-
imum distance
8: if D((w1, f1)||(w2, f2)) < Γ then
9: (wM , fM )← merge f1 and f2, see Eq. (8)
10: S ← S ∪ {(wM , fM )}
11: S ← S\{(w1, f1), (w2, f2)}
12: else
13: c← 0
14: return S
15: end if
16: end while
V. RESULTS
We proceed to assess the accuracy and computational time
of the proposed Bernoulli merging strategies. The simulations
of the proposed algorithm are based on the scenario used in
[17]. It consists of four targets, all born at time step 1 and
alive throughout the simulation, except one which dies at time
step 40 (the blue one in Fig. 2). The scenario is considered
challenging, as the targets get all close at time step 40, when
the blue one dies.
In this simulation, target motion follows a nearly con-
stant velocity model. The target state is described in a
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system by sk =
[px,k, vx,k, py,k, vy,k]
T , where the first two components rep-
resent position and velocity of the target on the x-axis,
and the last two those on the y-axis. The targets are born
according to a Poisson Point Process of intensity 0.005,
Gaussian density with mean [100, 0, 100, 0]T , and covariance
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Figure 2: Scenario proposed in [17]. Each one of the four targets is
depicted with a different color. The targets are born at time step k = 1;
they survive for 80 time steps, except the blue target that dies at time
step k = 40. The target positions at k = 1 are indicated by a cross, and
the circles show the target positions every five time steps.
diag([1502, 1, 1502, 1]), which covers the considered area of
[0, 300]× [0, 300]. The parameters of the linear and Gaussian
motion and measurement models are
F = I2 ⊗
(
1 T
0 1
)
, Q = qI2 ⊗
(
T 3/3 T 2/2
T 2/2 T
)
H = I2 ⊗
(
1 0
)
, R = I2
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, q = 0.01, and T = 1 is
the sampling period.
In this simulation, we set the probability of survival of the
targets pS = 0.99, and the probability of detection pD = 0.9.
The clutter model is Poisson, uniformly distributed in the area
of interest, with a mean number of clutter measurements per
scan equal to λ.
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we
used the GOSPA metric (α = 2, c = 10, p = 2) [25], which
allows to decompose the total error into three components:
localization error, missed target error and false target error.
A. Distances comparison
The GOSPA metric computed on 100 Monte Carlo runs
yields the results presented in Fig. 3 and in Table III, jointly
with the approximated execution times2 and the mean num-
ber of global hypotheses. We compared different distances,
described in Section III, to the performance of the standard
PMBM implementation [17]. The threshold values applied
are reported in the first column of Table III, jointly with the
specific metric used.
As we can see, the merged PMBM filter with KLD and
L2 norm show a GOSPA error quite similar to the original
PMBM implementation. Furthermore, the reduced number of
global hypotheses allows to speed up the tracker, halving the
execution times.
On the other hand, WKLD performs considerably worse
than KLD and L2 norm; this result is probabily due to
the low number of global hypotheses, which is more than
2MATLAB(R) implementation on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 @ 3.40 GHz.
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Figure 3: GOSPA metric results with clutter intensity λ = 10 on
100 Monte Carlo runs. The results of the merged PMBMs, except the
one based on the WKLD, show a performance essentially equal to the
standard PMBM filter.
halved compared to the other distances. This indicates an over
approximation performed using WKLD, which leads to lower
computational times, but an higher misdetection error. The
comparison between KLD, L2 norm and WKLD performance
along the simulation time is highlighted in Fig. 3, where the
GOSPA error is reported jointly with its decomposition.
In addition, we tested the algorithm with Γ = 0, i.e.
merging only a Bernoullis that have been updated with the
same measurement zk. If we compare these results with those
obtained for KLD and L2 norm, we can note a minimal
increase of the execution time and a small growth of the
number of global hypothesis computed, while the performance
are essentially equal.
Table III and Fig. 3 refer to a simulation based on the
scenario depicted in Fig. 2, with clutter intensity λ = 10.
In Fig. 5, we also compared the distances in scenarios with
clutter intensity λ ∈ {5, 20, 30} for KLD and L2 norm; as we
can see, the performance and the execution times are similar
for all the considered scenarios.
B. Threshold analysis
In Fig. 4 and 5 are reported three graphs, in which it is
possible to compare the performance of the merging algorithm
for different values of the threshold Γ, see Alg. 2. Furthermore,
we considered only for KLD and L2 norm; WKLD threshold
analysis is not reported due to poor performance results.
Fig. 4a and 4b show the mean number of global hypotheses
in different scenarios for KLD and L2 norm, respectively. As
we can see, the two distances present very similar results for
Table III: Performance parameters with clutter intensity λ = 10 on 100 Monte Carlo runs.
RMS GOSPA Error Execution time (s) Mean number of
Total Localization False Target Missed Target (approx.) Global Hypothesis
Standard PMBM 2.83 1.78 1.09 1.91 8.3 109.66
Merged PMBM, Γ = 0 2.83 1.77 1.12 1.89 3.8 24.21
Merged PMBM, KLD, Γ = 0.25 2.83 1.77 1.11 1.91 3.5 19.41
Merged PMBM, L2 norm, Γ = 0.05 2.82 1.77 1.11 1.9 3.6 19.47
Merged PMBM, WKLD, Γ = 0.75 3.19 1.82 1.01 2.42 2.7 7.29
the chosen ranges of threshold; that is, the complexity of the
filter can be considered comparable in the proposed intervals.
Starting from this assumption, we aim to compare the results
obtained with both distances in different scenarios, in which
the clutter rate is equal to λ ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30}. Fig. 5 presents
the results of the simulation, where the performance expressed
through GOSPA metric are compared with the execution times
to run the algorithm. The markers and the lines plotted with
cold colors represent the performance of the KLD, while the
ones drawn with warm colors are related to the L2 norm; each
type of maker depicts the simulation for a specific scenario
with clutter rate λ.
As we can see, the value of the threshold Γ slightly affects
the execution times, while it affects more significantly the
RMS GOSPA error and the mean number of global hypothe-
ses; nevertheless, the execution times spread out in scenarios
with high clutter intensity. Furthermore, the performance of the
algorithm based on L2 norm is similar to what obtained using
the KL divergence, as already noted in the previous subsection
for λ = 10.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel approach to reduce
the computational complexity of the PMBM filter. We pro-
posed several distances to measure the similarity between
the Bernoullis components, and we provided the closed-form
equations for an efficient computation. We presented a merging
algorithm, which clusters the Bernoulli components based on
the last measurement associated, and merge the most similar
components through moment matching. Finally, the obtained
reduction of the number of single target hypotheses decreased
the number of global hypotheses, leading to a faster algorithm
with computational time halved, and performance close the
the PMBM filter without Bernoulli merging. The resulting
algorithm is also directly applicable to the MBM filter [17].
APPENDIX
Lemma 3
Proof:
DKL (f1(X) ‖f2(X) )
=
∫
f1 (X) log
f1 (X)
f2 (X)
δX (17)
= (1− r1) log 1− r1
1− r2
+ r1
∫
N (x;x1, P1) log r1N (x;x1, P1)
r2N (x;x2, P2)dx (18)
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Figure 4: Mean number of global hypotheses of the merged PMBM filter
with KLD (a) and L2 norm (b) for different distances thresholds in four
scenarios: λ = 5 (circles), λ = 10 (crosses), λ = 20 (plus signs),
λ = 30 (asterisk).
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Figure 5: Comparison between performance and execution times of the
standard and the merged PMBM filter for different distances thresholds.
The values used in the simulation are those analyzed in Fig. 4. The
markers indicate the same in four scenarios: λ = 5 (circles), λ = 10
(crosses), λ = 20 (plus signs), λ = 30 (asterisk). The color of the marker
represents the value of the distance threshold used in the simulation of
the merged PMBM, as well as the type of distance used (cold colors
for KLD, warm colours for L2 norm). The performance of the standard
PMBM filter are reported in black.
= (1− r1) log 1− r1
1− r2 + r1 log
r1
r2
+ r1
∫
N (x;x1, P1) log N (x;x1, P1)N (x;x2, P2)dx (19)
= (1− r1) log 1− r1
1− r2 + r1 log
r1
r2
+
r1
2
[
tr
(
(P2)
−1
P1
)
− log
( |P1|
|P2|
)
− nx
+ (x2 − x1)T (P2)−1 (x2 − x1)
]
. (20)
Lemma 6
Proof: The KL divergence upper bound can be proven
applying the log sum inequality to each term on the left hand
side [22, Theorem 2.7.2]:
(wf1(X) + w¯f2(X)) log
wf1(X) + w¯f2(X)
f12(X)
= (wf1(X) + w¯f2(X)) log
wf1(X) + w¯f2(X)
wf12(X) + w¯f12(X)
≤ wf1(X) log f1(X)
f12(X)
+ w¯f2(X) log
f2(X)
f12(X)
(21)
as 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 and the logarithm is a monotonic function.
Taking the integral of both sides of Inequality (21), we prove
Lemma 6.
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